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Regeneration in One-Dhnensional 
Gibbs States and Chains with Complete Connections 
O. Foreword 
S. P. Lalley 
Abstract: A chain with complete connection3 is a sta-
tionary sequence of random variables, valued in a finite state 
space y, whose joint distribution is a DLR 3tate (or equilib-
rium atate, in the terminology of Ruelle (19)). It is shown 
that every chain with complete connections whose interaction 
junction 1m decays exponentially or polynomially admits a 
representation as a block prOCe83, that is, a stationary process 
obtained by stringing together i.i.d. random blocks (words) 
from the alphabet y. The length distribution of the random 
blocks in this representation has exponentially decaying tail 
if 1m decays exponentially, and has finite j3 - € moment if 
1m = O{m-P). 
Key words: Gibbs state, chain with complete connec-
tions, regeneration point. 
This paper was written in 1984, and a much-abbreviated version was pub-
lished in the 1986 Annals of Probability (vol. 14, no. 4, pp . 1262- 1271). In the 
published version, only exponentially decaying interaction functions were consid-
ered. At the time, there was little interest in the case of polynomially decaying 
interactions (or so the editors of the Annals of Probability decreed), and so I 
abandoned the problem and moved on to other things. Recently, there has been 
renewed interest in regenerative representations. Therefore, at the suggestion of 
Roberto Fernandez, I have decided to publish the original manuscript in full. 
1. Introduction 
Perhaps the most important technical device in the study of recurrent Markov 
chains on denumerable state spaces is the decomposition of the sample path into 
i.i.d. "blocks" (in the terminology of Freedman [10]) by means of the process of 
successive returns to a distinguished state. This decomposition, apparently first 
used by Doeblin [6], [7], affords an easy approach to the ergodic theory of such 
chains, and also to the standard limit theorems for numerical functionals on the 
chains, such as the Central Limit Theorem and Law of the Iterated Logarithm 
(cf. Chung [4]) and the Renewal Theorem (cf. Smith [20]). 
Recently Athreya and Ney [2] and Nummelin [17] discovered that a decom-
position into i.i.d. blocks may be achieved for certain Markov chain without re-
current points, the so-called (A,,x,!.p, 1) - - recurrent chains. In this decomposition 
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the recurrent set A serves as a surrogate for the distinguished recurrent point. of 
Doeblin's decomposition; an auxiliary randomization is used to determine which 
visits to A are labeled "regeneration" times. Athreya, Mac Donald, and Ney [1] 
have also shown that the block decomposition may be used as the basis for an easy 
proof of a general renewal theorem for Markov chains first established by Kesten 
[13]. 
The purpose of this paper is to exhibit a block decomposition for a class of 
stationary processes, the so-called "chains with complete connections ". These 
processes were introduced by Onicescu and Mihoc [18]; the basic ergodic theory 
was developed by Doeblin and Fortet [8] and Harris [ll]. Iosifescu and Theodor-
escu [12] and others have used chains with complete connections and various re-
lated processes as models for learning behavior . Recently Ledrappier [1.5] noted 
that the class of chains with complete connections includes the one-dimensional 
Gibbs states (also known as DLR states), which have been studied extensively in 
the literature of statistical mechanics and topological dynamics (d. Ruelle [19] 
and Bowen [3] for surveys). 
The decomposition described here is similar to that of Athreya and ~ey in one 
respect , to wit , it relies on an auxiliary randomization to select the regeneration 
times . In others respects it is quite different: without the Markov property it. 
becomes necessary to deal with conditional probabilities involving the entire past. 
The construction is explicit enough to give a relation between the "strength" of 
the dependence (i.e., the rate of decay of the interaction) and the number of finite 
moments allowed the regeneration time. 
2. Statement of Principal Results 
A chain with complete connections is a stationary process {Yn}nEE taking 
values in a finite state space Y such that 
P(Yl = 6 ,··· , Yn = ~n) > 0, "16,· · · ,~n E Y; (2 .1 ) 
lim P(Yo = ~o I Yn = ~n , -m < n < -1) 
m~oo - -
= P(Yo = ~o I Yn = ~n, n::; -1) exists for all (2 .2) 
~0'~-1 ' ~-2,'" E Y ; 
and 
,m .!. 0, (2.3) 
where 1m is the intemction function , defined by 
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I::. { I P(Yn = ~n , 0 < n < r I Yn = ~n, n < -1) I 1m = sup . --1 
P(ln = ~n, 0 ~ n ~ r I Yn = ~~, n ~ -1) 
r < 00; ~j, ~; E y ; and ~n = ~~, \In, -m::; n ::; -1}. (2.4) 
This definition is somewhat different than that of Doeblin and Fortet [8], 
but more suitable for our purposes. Observe that k-step Markov dependence is 
equivalent to 1m = 0, \1m 2: k. Notice also that the conditional probabilities in 
(2.4) are defined for all sequences ~n, ~~ from y, by (2.2) and the stationarity of 
{Yn}nE2Z . 
To state our main results concerning chains with complete connections we 
must clarify the notion of a regenerative representation. Roughly, a block process 
is a stationary process obtained by piecing together i.i.d. blocks of symbols from 
Y (not necessarily of the same length). A block b is an element of the set yn of 
finite sequences (words) with entries in the set y; its length is denoted by A(b) . 
Suppose that on some probability space are defined independent random blocks 
{Bn}nE2Z and an integer-valued random variable M such that 
Let 
define 
{Bn}n~-I,n2:1 are i.i.d. ; 
EA(Bd < 00; 
P(Bo = b) = A(b) P(BI = b)/ EA(Bd; and 
P(M = k I {Bn}nE2Z) = 1/ A(Bo), k = 1,2, ... , A(Bo) . 
m 
N(n) ~ min{m 2: 0 : L A(Bd - M 2: n}, n 2: 0; 
;=0 
m 
I::. min{m 2: 0: M -1 + LA(B-d 2: -n}, n < 0; 
;=1 
N(n) 
Y; ~ BN(n)(A(BN(n)) - (L A(B;) - M - n)), n 2: 0; 
;=0 
N(n) 
~ B-N(n)(M + L A(B-d + n), n < O. 
;=1 
(2.5) 
(2.6) 
(2.7) 
Then the process {Y; }nE2Z is called a block process. Every block process 
is stationary: the proof, which is an easy exercise in elementary renewal theory, 
is left to the reader . It should be noted that block processes are derived from a 
special kind of semi-Markov process (cf. Smith [20]), in which the blocks are the 
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successive states, and the block lengths )..(Bn) are the sojourn times. In section 3 
we shall prove the following two theorems. 
THEOREM 1: Suppose {Yn }nE E is a chain with complete connections for 
which the sequence bm}m>o is exponentially decaying. Then there is a version 
{Y;}nEE of {Yn}nEE which is a block process, and such that the block length 
variable -\(Bd has an exponentially decaying tail , i.e., 
E e9>'(B.) < 00, for some () > O. (2.8) 
NOTE: bm} exponentially decaying means that there are constants C < 00, 0 < 
13 < 1 such that 1m ::; C 13m , for all m. 
THEOREM 2: Suppose {Yn}nEE is a chain with complete connections for which 
(2.9) 
for some constant 13 > 1. Then for every p < 13 there exists a version {Y; }nEE of 
{}'~}nEE which is a block process, and for which the block length variable )"(Bd 
satisfies 
(2.10) 
It is not at all obvious that the hypotheses concerning the decay of 1m are 
the "right" ones. To demonstrate that polynomial decay of 1m is the appropriate 
hypothesis for (2 .10), we shall prove (in section 4) the following. 
PROPOSITION 1: For each p > 1 there is a chain with complete connections 
{Yn}nEE with 1m :::: O(m-p+1 ) such that if {Y; }nEz:" is a block process version 
of {Yn}nEE , then the block length variable -\(Bd must satisfy 
(2 .11) 
What is the minimal rate of decay of 1m sufficient to guarantee the existence of 
a regenerative representation with (2.10) ? We have not succeeded in determining 
this ; however, Theorem 2 and Proposition 1 show that the answer is somewhere 
between O(rn-P ) and O(m-(p-2 )). 
The hypotheses concerning the rate of decay of ~Im are by no means necessary 
for the conclusions (2 .8) and (2 .10). It is quite possible for (2 .8) to hold in a 
regenerative representation of a chain with complete connections for which 1m .j. 0 
very slowly. The easiest examples are stationary renewal processes. Let 0 < 13 < 1 
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and {am}m~J be constants such that am -t 1 as m -t 00 , and am > t3am+J for 
all m, and 1 > t3al. Define a distribution on blocks of zeros and ones as follows : 
P(B1 = (1)) = 1 - t3aJ ; 
P(B1 ::: (0 , 1)) = t3aJ - t3"2 a2 ; 
P(B t = (0, O,!)) = t32a2 - t33a3; 
Then '>'(Bd clearly satisfies Ee6 )..(BIl < 00 for e6 < 1/13; moreover for the block 
process constructed from this distribution 
I 1 - t3(an +J/an ) I 1m > sup - 1 
- n>m 1 - t3(am+J lam) 
which may converge to zero quite slowly, depending on the rate at which am -t 1. 
An important reason for studying chains with complete connections is the 
fact that they arise from the so-called Gibbs states of ergodic theory (cf. Do-
brushin [5] and Lanford and Ruelle [14]), which we shall now describe. Let H 
(the "Hamiltonian", or "energy-per-site" function) be a continuous function on 
the "configuration space" yzr, i.e., suppose that 
where 
6m ~ sup{ I H(~) - H(C) I : ~,C E yzr and 
~n ::: ~~, 0 s: I n I s: m} . 
(2 .12) 
(2.13) 
For each finite interval A C ~ and each configuration (E yzr \A on ~ \A , 
define a probability measure JlAI( on yA (the "Gibbs ensemble" for the boundary 
condition (), by 
JlAld {O) ::: exp{ - L: H (o-n(~ V ())) I Z(A; (), ~ E yA, (2.14) 
nEA 
where 
Z{A; ()::: :L exp{ - :L H(o-n(c V ())) . (2.15) 
€' EY" nEA 
Here ~ V ( E yzr denotes the configuration on ~ obtained by amalgamating ~ 
and (, and (f denotes the shift operator on yzr , i.e. , "In, j E ~ , ~ E yzr 
(2 .16) 
A probability measure P on yzr is called a Gibbs state (or a DLR state) if 
for every finite subset A C ~ , every ~ E yA, and every ( E yzr \A 
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(2.17) 
where YA and Y ~ \A denote the coordinate projections T/ -t T/ I A and T/ -t T/ I LE \A 
for TJE Y~ . In other words, a probability measure on Y~ is a Gibbs state if the 
Gibbs ensembles JJAI( form a system of regular conditional distributions for the 
configurations on A. If P is a Gibbs state, then the stochastic process {Y; .. } n E lE 
consisting of the coordinate random variables will be called a Gibbs process. 
00 
It is known that for a Hamiltonian function H satisfying L 6m < 00, there 
m=l 
is a unique Gibbs state P = PH. This measure is translation-invariant, so the 
resultant Gibbs process is stationary. (This result is, in essence, proved in Ruelle 
[19], Ch. 5: cf. Corollary 5.6. It is not difficult to give a direct proof: P is just the 
weaklimitonY~ of the GibbsensemblesJJAn I (n,whereAn = {-n, .. . ,n-l,n} 
and (n is any configuration on LE \An). 
00 
PROPOSITION 2: Suppose the Hamiltonian function H satisfies L 6m < 00. 
m=l 
Then the Gibbs process {Yn}nElE with distribution PH is a chain with complete 
connections. Moreover, for Aim defined by (2.4), 
00 
1m = 0(2: 6j ) . (2.18) 
j=m 
The proof will be given in section 5. 
It is relation (2.18) that makes Theorems 1 and 2 worthwhile. For (2.18) al-
lows one to relate the number of finite moments permitted the regeneration time 
in a block process version directly to the continuity properties of the Hamiltonian 
function H (or, equivalently, to the decay of the corresponding "interaction func-
tion" : cf. Ruelle [19]). In particular, if H is Holder continuous (i.e., 6m decays 
exponentially) then there is a regenerative representation for which the block-
length variable has finite exponential moments. We remark that all of the Gibbs 
states considered by Bowen in [3] have Holder continuous Hamiltonian functions . 
3. Regeneration in Chains with COInplete Connections 
The problem of giving a block decomposition of a stationary process is es-
sentially the same as that of constructing a single regeneration point. This is 
formalized in 
LEMMA 3.1: Suppose that on some probability space are defined a Y-valued 
stationary process {Yn}n>O and a random variable T E LE + with ET < 00 , such 
that for all ej ,(j E Y and k , m E LE + , 
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P(Ym+n = ~n, 0 ~ n ~ kiT = m; rj = (j, j = 0,1, ... , m -1) 
= P(Yn = c'n, O:S n :S k). 
255 
(3.1 ) 
Then there is a block process {y,nnEJE such that {Y':}n>O g {Yn}n>O. Moreover, 
the block process may be chosen so that the block length ~ariable A(~) is identical 
in law to T. 
PROOF: Let {Bn}nEJE be a sequence of i.i.d . random blocks, and M a random 
variable satisfying (2.10), such that the distribution of the block variables Bn 
satisfies 
P{BJ = (6,.·. ,~m)} = P{T = mandYn = c,n+J, V 0 ~ n < m}. (3.2) 
We must show that the block process {}':;} obtained from {Bn} and M according 
to (2.12) has the same law as {Yn}. We may assume WLOG that the random 
variables {Yn}n>o, {Bn}nEJE, T , and M are all defined on the same probability 
space, with ({B~}nEJE,M) independent of({Yn}n~o,T) . 
-k For each k = 1,2, ... , let {Y n}n>o be the sequence of Y- valued random 
variables obtained by prefacing the sequence {r;" }n~O by the first k blocks B J , 
B 2 , ... , B k : specifically, let 
(~'~""'~(Bd-d = (BJ(1), ... ,B1(A(BI))); 
-=-d< -=-d< (Y. , ... ,y" )=(Bd1), . . . ,Bk(A(Bk))); L ,\(Bj) L ,\(Bj)-l 
;=1 ,=1 
(V\ ,V'\ , .. ,) = (1'0,1'1, .. . ). L ,\(Bj) L A(Bj)+1 
j=1 ;=1 
Then for each k > 1, the sequence {V::}n>o has the same law as {Yn}n>O. This 
follows by an easyinduction argument (on k). That it is true for k = 1 follows im-
mediately from (3.1), (3.2), and the postulated independence of B1 and {Yn}n>O; 
that it is true for k = I< + 1 follows by combining the results for k = I< and k =-1, 
since (B2 , .. . , BK+d has the same law as (B1, .. . , BK) ' 
Next notice that for each n > 0, v:: -t v: as k -t 00; {¥:}n>o is the 
process obtained by stringing tog-;ther the entire sequence {Bk h 2: 1 Of blocks, 
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Since each of the sequences {~}n~o, k ~ 1, has the same distribution as {Yn}n~O, 
it follows that {¥:}n;::o is also equal to {Yn}n~O in law. 
Now let {Y;}nE2Z be the block process obtained from {BdkE2Z and M ac-
cording to the specification (2.12). Since {V:}n~O g {V:+m}n~o g {Yn}n2: 0 for 
all m ~ 0, it is now enough to show that {Y:"+m}n2:o Er {}~:}n~O as m --+ 00 
(here convergence in distribution refers to the product topology on yN). But this 
is an easy consequence of the Feller-Erdos-Pollard renewal theorem (cf. [19], Ch. 
k 
13) : in particular , since {Bdk>1 are i.i.d ., if r(m) ~ min{k : I: )..(Bj ) ~ m+ I} , 
- j=1 
then 
T(m) 
lim P{ '" )..(Bj ) - m - 1 = n; BT(m) = bo, ... ; BT(m)+r = br} m~oo L..J 
j=1 
= P{M = )"(bo) - n;Bo = bo;BI = bl; . .. ;Br = br} . 
Hence {V:+n }n2:0 Er {Y; }n2: 0 as m --+ 00. 
\\\ 
Notational Convention. If (n, F , Q) is a probability space on which are defined 
random variables {Yn }nE2Z valued in y , then for all subsets A, B C ~ and 
each sequence of values ~n E y, Q(~(A)) will denote Q(Y;" = ~n, "i n E A) and 
Q(~(A) I ~(B)) will denote Q(Yn = ~n "in E A I Yn = ~n "in E B). In addition, 
the interval notations [ , ], ( , ], etc. , will be used to denote intervals of integers, 
e.g. [m,n]={m,m+l, .. . ,n} , [m,n)={m,m+l, ... ,n-l} . 
LEMMA 3.2: Suppose {Yn }nE2Z is a chain with complete connections. Then there 
exists tlo > ° such that for every A C (-00, -1] and finite B C [0,00), and all 
values ~n E y , 
P(~(B) I ~(A)) ~ tloP(~(B)). (3.3) 
PROOF. It clearly suffices to consider only cases A = (-00, -1] and B = [0, m]. 
According to (2.3) there exist til > 0 and an integer 1 S r < 00 such that for all 
choices of {n E Y and all m < 00 
P(~[O , m] I ~(-00 , -1]) ~ tl1P(~[O , m]1 ~[-r,- -1]), (3.4) 
and consequently, for all k ~ r, 
P(~[O, m] I ~[-k , -1]) ~ til P(~[O, m] I ~[-r , - - 1]). (3.5) 
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Now since there are only finitely many configurations (choices of ~n) on 
[-r , r - 1) it follows from (2.1) that there exists 62 > 0 such that for all ~n E Y 
P(~[O , r - 1] I ~[-r, -1]) 2: 62P(~[O , r - 1]) . (3 .6) 
Therefore for all ~n E Y and m > r - 1, 
P(~[O, mll ~[-r , -1]) = P(~[r, mll ~[-r, r - 1]) . P(~[O, r - 1] I ~[-r, -1]) 
(3.7) 
(Here we have used (3.5) and (3.6), together with the stationarity of {Yn},which 
guarantees that the conditional probabilities are translation invariant). Combining 
(3.4) and (3 .7) , we conclude that for all ~n E Y and all m < 00 
\\\ 
PROOF OF THEOREM 1. 
First we show that there is no loss of generality in assuming that 
(3.8) 
for all k 2: 1. For suppose {Yn }nEE is a chain with complete connections on the 
state space y , such that "II ~ COk for some C < 00 and 0 < () < 1. Then the 
process 
t::>. 
Zn = (Ynr+1 , Ynr+2 , . .. , Y(n+l)r), n E ~ , 
is a chain with complete connections on the state space yr such that "If = "IIr ~ 
cork . By choosing r sufficiently large, one obtains "If ~ (16)-k for all k 2: 1. 
Now clearly if there is a block process with the same law as {Zn} , then there is a 
block process with the same law as {Yn }nEE , for which the block length variable 
is multiplied by a factor of r . 
Next we define a (countable) family of probability distributions Qn on the 
sequence space y[O,oo ). Let Qo be the probability measure defined by 
Qo(~[O, m]) = P(~[O, m]) (3.9) 
for all m 2: 0, ~o , 6 , .. . , ~m E y . Fix 6 > 0 small . For each k 2: 0 and each 
choice of ~o, 6 , ... , ~k E y, let Q~~,tl be the probability distribution on y[k+l ,oo) 
specified by 
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for all ~k+l' ... ,~k+m E y, m ~ 1. In order that this be a valid recursive definition 
it must be shown (inductively) that for fJ > 0 sufficiently small, 
(3.11) 
Before proving (3.11) we will show how to use the probability distributions 
Q~(O ,k-l] to build a regeneration point for {Yn}. Let (n,F,Q) be a probability 
space on which are defined random variables {YnA }n>O, {Yt}n>O (all valued in 
Y) and T (valued in {I, 2, .. . }) such that - -
Q(YnA=~n, nEA1 ; Y:=(n, nEA2 ; T=k) 
= Q(Y: = ~n , n E AdQ(Y: = (n, n E A2 ) Q(T = k) (3 .12) 
for all ~n , (n E Y and k E ~ +, and all finite subsets AI , A2 C ~ ; and 
Q(T=k)=fJ(1-fJ/- 1 , k=1 , 2, .. . ; 
Q(yt = ~n, n E A) = P(~(A)) ; (3 .13) 
k 
Q(YnA = ~n , 0 ~ n ~ k) = Qo(~o) II Q;(O,j-ll(~j) 
j=1 
for all ~n E y, A C ~ , and k ~ 1. Define new random variables {Y;}n:::o on 
(f.l,F, P) by 
(3.14) 
We will argue that {Y;}n>O has the same distribution as the original process 
{Yn } n::: o· It is clear from the construction that for all ~j, (j E y, k , m E ~ + 
Q(Y;'+n = ~n ,O ~ n ~ kiT = m;Yj = (j ,O ~ j ~ m) 
= Q(Y';:+n = ~n , 0 ~ n ~ k) 
= P(Yn =~n , O ~ n ~ k) 
so by Lemma 3.1, proving that {Yn}n>O g {Y;}n>O will suffice to show that 
{Yn}n:::o has a representation as a block-process. -
To see that {Yn}n>O g {Y; }n>o, use (3.12), (3.13), and (3.14) to write the 
finite-dimensional distributions of {Y; }n:::O as 
get 
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Q(Y;={n, O~n~k) 
k 
= L Q(T= m)Q(YnA = {n ,O ~ n < m)Q(Y: = {n,m ~ n ~ k) 
m=l 
+Q(T> k)Q(YnA = {n ,O ~ n ~ k) 
k m-l (3 .15 ) 
= L 0(1 - o)m-l [IT Q;[O,j-1l({j)]P({[m , k]) 
j=O 
k 
+ (1 - O)k IT Q;[O,j -l)({j ) . 
j=O 
Now use the relation (3.10) successively for Qi[O,k- lJ , then Q~[~ ,t-2), etc . , to 
k-l m-l 
RHS (3.15) = L 0(1 - o)m-l [IT Q;[O,j-1l({j )]P({[m, k]) 
j=O 
k-l 
+ (1- O)k-l [IT Q;[O ,j-l)(~j)]Qi[~ 't-21(~k I ~k-d 
j =O 
k-2 m-l 
= L 0(1 - o)m-l [IT Q;[O,j-1l({j )]P({[m, k]) 
m=l j=O 
k-2 
+ (1- 0)k-2[IT Q;[O,j-l)({j)] Qi[~ ,;-3)({[k - 1, k] I <k-2) 
j:::;O 
= Qo«o)Qo«[l, k] I ~o) 
= Qo(~[O , k]) 
= P«[O , k]) . 
It remains to be shown that 0> 0 can be chosen sufficiently small that (3.11) 
holds for all k, so that the recursive definition of the probability measures Qi[O,k-l j 
is valid. Recall from Lemma 3.2 that there exists 00 > 0 so small that 
p(e(B) I «A)) 2: ooP(€(B)) (3 .16) 
for all A C (-00 , k - 1] and finite B C [k, 00) , and all choices of en E y. Choose 
0< 00/4 ~ 1/4. (3.17) 
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We will show by induction on k that for all k ~ 0, m ~ 1, and r ~ 0, and all 
choices of ~n E Y, 
I Qi[O,k-ll(~[k+m,k+m+r] 1 ~[k,k+m-l]) -11 ~ (4)(16)-m. (3 .18) P(([k + m , k + m + r] 1 ~[k , k + m - 1]) 
Since RHS (3.18) ~ 1/2, it follows immediately from (3 .16), (3.17), and (3.18) 
that 
Ql[O ,k-l1(~[k + 1, k + nJI ~k) ~ ~80P(~[k + 1, k + n)) (3.19) 
for all k ~ 0 , n ~ 1, and all choices of ~j E y . This clearly will prove (3.11). 
Notice that (3 .18), and (3.19), are trivial for k = 0, by (3.9) . We now assume 
that (3.18) and (3 .19) are true for some indeterminate value of k, and proceed to 
show that (3.18), and hence (3.19) , must also hold for k + 1. 
Write 
Ql~'lkl(~[k + 1, k + 1 + m + rj) 
Qi~'1kl(~[k + 1, k + m]) 
(3 .20) 
Now apply (3.10) to both numerator and denominator of RHS (3 .20), then 
divide by PWk + 1 + m, k + 1 + m + r] I ([k + 1, k + m)) to obtain 
I Q!~'lkl(~[k + 1 + m , k + 1 + m + r] 1 ~[k + 1. k + m)) _ 1 I P(~[k + 1 + m, k + 1 + m + r] 1 ~[k + 1, k + m]) 
= I Qi[O , k - l1(~[k + 1 + m, k + 1 + m + r] 1 ~[k , k + m]) _ 1 I 
P(~[k + 1 + m, k + 1 + m + rJ 1 ~[k + 1. k + m)) 
1
1 6 P(~[k+l , k+m]) 1-1 
. - Qi[0 ,k-l1(~[k + 1, k + m11 ~k) 
(3.21) 
Q{[0,k-l1( [k 11 [k k < (1 _ 20- 18)-1 I k ~ + 1 + m , k + 1 + m + r ~ , + m)) _ 1 I 
- 0 P(~[k + 1 + m, k + 1 + m + r11 ~[k + 1, k + m]} . 
The last inequality follows from (3.19) , which holds by virtue of the induction 
hypothesis. Now by (3.17) , 
(1 - 28- 16)-1 < 2 o _ , 
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so to complete the proof it suffices to show that the I . I factor on RHS (3.21) 
is no larger than 2(16)-m . But 
Q![O ,k-lJ(~[k + 1 + m, k + 1 + m + rll ~[k , k + m]) 
P(~[k + 1 + m, k + 1 + m + rll ~[k + 1, k + m)) 
= [Q![O'k-ll(~[k + 1 + m , k + 1 + m + r) I ~[k, k + m))] 
P(~[k + m, k + m + r) I ~[k, k + m)) 
[ P(~[k + m, k + m + rll ~[k, k + m)) ] 
. P(~[k + m, k + m + r] I ~[k + 1, k + m)) 
= [1 ± (4)(16)-m-l] [1 ± 1m] 
(3.22) 
by the induction hyphothesis (3 .18) and the definition (2.4) of 1m ' Consequently 
the I . I factor on RHS (3.21) is no larger than 
by (3.8) . 
\\\ 
The reader should note that the hypothesis (3.8) of exponential decay of Ik 
is only used in this very last inequality. Notice also that we are forced to prove 
(3 .18) for all values of m, not just m = 1, because the case (m+ 1, k) is used in the 
induction step to prove the case (m, k + 1). This explains the need for exponential 
decay of 1m' 
For polynomially decreasing Ik the construction just completed fails: it is 
impossible to choose 8 > 0 so that (3.11) holds for all k. However, it is still possi-
ble to represent chains with complete connections for which Ik = O(k- t3 ), f3 > 1, 
as block processes. The construction will be somewhat more complicated. First, 
regeneration will only be allowed following an ocurrence of a certain "codeword" 
in the process {Yn }(by redefining the state space Y we will arrange matters so that 
regeneration.is allowed only after Yn = y., where y. is a distinguished "letter" 
(state) of Y). Second, "regeneration opportunities" will be separated by increas-
ingly lengthy intervals of time. Consequently the block length variable )"(B1 ) will 
end up having a somewhat longer tail. 
LEMMA 3.3: Let {Yn}nEE be a Y-valued chain with complete connections. SUJr 
pose that on some probability space are defined a Y-valued process {Yn}n>O and 
a random variable T E ~ + with ET < 00, such that for all ~j, (j E Y and 
k.m E ~+ 
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P(}'T-l = Y.) = 1, 
P(Y m+n = ~n, 0::; n ::; kiT = m; Yn = (n, 0::; n ::; m - 2) 
= P(Yn = ~n, 0::; n ::; k), 
(3.23) 
(3.24) 
Then there is a block process {Y; }nE2Z identical in law to {Yn }nE2Z, for 
which the block length variable )"(BJ) satisfies 
'D )"(Bd = T. (3.26) 
The difference between this lemma and Lemma 3.1 is that the "post-regene-
ration" process {YT+n }n~O is not required to have the same law as {}'-;"}n~O. 
PROOF: Let {Bn}nE2Z be a sequence of random blocks and M an integer-valued 
random variable satisfying (2.10), and with block distribution 
P(B1 = (6,·.· ,~n)) = P(}'n = €n+l, 0::; n < m; T = m). 
We will show that the block process {Y;}nE2Z obtained from {Bn} and M via 
(2.12) is identical in law to {Yn }nE2Z . 
Let {Y n}n>O be the process obtained by stringing together the random blocks 
B 1 ,B2 , •.• , i.e.; 
(YO'Y1'''',Y>'(Bt)-1) = (Bdl),Bl(2), ... ,Bl()"(Bd)), 
(Y >.(B,), Y >'(B,)+1,"" Y >'(Bd+>'(B~)-l) = 
(B2(1), B2(2), ... , B2 ()..(B2 ))), 
Using (3.23), (3.24), and an induction argument almost' identical to that in 
the proof of Lemma 3.1, it may be shown that {Y n}n>O is identical in law to 
{Yn}n>o. Furthermore, an argument based on the Fell;r-Erdos-Pollard renewal 
theorem, much like that in the proof of Lemma 3.1, shows that as m -+ 00 
- 'D {Y m+n }n~o -+ {Y;}n~o. 
Consequently, to show that {Y; }nE2Z g {Yn }nE2Z is suffices to show that as 
m -+ 00, 
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i.e., that 
lim P(Ym+n = ~n , O:S n :S k) 
m-+oo 
= lim P(Ym+n = (n , 0 < n < k I Y- 1 = Y.) 
m-+oo - -
(3 .27) 
= P(Yn = ~n, O:S n :S k) . 
Assume that {Yn }nEE and {Yn }n~O are defined on the same probability 
space, and that the two processes are independent. Define random times Tk by 
Tk = inf{m 2: k : }Tm_n = Ym- n for O:S n:S k} . 
It is an easy consequence of Lemma 3.2 that Tk < 00 with probability one, 
for every k = 1,2, .. . iLemma 3.2 guarantees that regardless of the comportment 
of {Yn}o<n<m and {Yn}O<n<m, the probability of a match at time n = m is at 
least Jg) .-Now for any k, m, r E ~ + with k < m , and any choice of ~n E Y , 
m-l 
:S L I P(Ym+n = ~n, O:S n :S r I Tk = j) 
j=k 
- P(Ym+n = (n , O:S n :S r I Tk = j) I . P(Tk = j) + P(Tk 2: m) 
:S Ik + P(Tk 2: m), 
by the definition (2.4) of ,k . Since Ik to (cf. (2.3)) , (3.27) follows . 
\\\ 
PROOF OF THEOREM 2. 
Assume that {Yn}nEE is a chain with complete connections satisfying In = 
O(n-~) for some real /3 > 1. Fix p < /3 . We will show that on some probability 
space are defined a Y-valued process {Yn }n>O and a random time T E ~ + such 
that ETP < 00 and (3.23) - (3 .25) are satisfied . We may assume without loss of 
generality that 
(3.28) 
where I. > 0 is some small constant which will be specified shortly (see the 
argument in the first paragraph of the proof of Theorem 1). 
Fix J,O < J < 1, and choose constants 0 < a, C, C., I. < 1 such 
(1 - a)~ < (1 - J) < (1 - a)p, (3.29) 
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6(I+C+,. +C,.) < 1, 
(1 + C.)(1 - a)1l + (C./C) < 1 - 6(1 + C +,. + C,.), 
0< (1 - C(l - a)Il)-l ~ 1 + C, 
(1 - C)( 1 - ,.) > 6. 
(3.30) 
(3.31 ) 
(3.32) 
(3 .33) 
Since '71 = O(n- Il ), there exists an increasing sequence {rkh~1 of positive 
integers satisfying 
k 2: rj = 0((1- a)-k), k ~ I, (3.34) 
j=1 
and 
(3.35 ) 
Now we shall define measures Qk on various sequence spaces; these will be 
used to build {}'n}n>O and T in much the same way as in the proof of Theorem 
1. Both the indexing and definition of the family {Qk} are somewhat more com-
plicated, since "regeneration" is to take place only after occurrences of y., and 
"regeneration opportunities" are to be widely separated . 
Given a sequence {~n}n~O, define 
to = to({O) = -1, 
tl = tJ({O) = inf{n ~ rl : ~n = y.}, (3.36) 
tk+l = tk+d{O) = inf{n 2: tk + rk+l: ~n = y.}, 
where rk are the integers satisfying (3.34)-(3.35). The dependence oftk on {O will 
be suppressed . The Qi. measures are indexed by finite sequences e[O, tkl having 
precisely k occurrences of y. at successive gaps of (at least) rl, r2, ... , rk. The 
measure Q~[O,tkl is defined on the sequence space y[t.+1 ,oo ) as follows: 
Qo(~[O,ml) = P(e[O,mll ~-l = y.), 
Q€[O,t k +d(J:[1 l) k+l ,,+ tk+1, m + tk+l = 
= (1 - 6)-1 {Q~[Ohl(€[l + tk+1, m + tk+d I ~[1 + tk, tk+l]) 
- 6P(~[1 + tk+l, m + tk+d I ~(tk+d)}· 
(3.37) 
Notice that ~(tk+d = y., so PC I ~(tk+1)) is just the tk+1 translate of Qo; 
moreover if {Yn }n~O is a process with distribution Qo then {Yn }n~O satisfies (3.25). 
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As in the proof of Theorem 1, it must be verifed inductively (on k) that (3.37) 
is a proper recursive definition , i.e., that 
and 
Q~[O.lk) (. I {[1 + tk , tk+l)) 
2: aP(- I {(tk+d)· 
To accomplish this, we will prove by induction on k that 
I Qi[O,tk)({[I + tk+n, m + tk+nJI {[I + tk , tk+nJ) _ 1 I 
P({[1 + tk+n , m + tk+nJ I {[ik, tk+n]) 
::; C(I _ Q)fJn 
(3 .38) 
(3 .39) 
(3.40) 
for all k 2: 0, n 2: 0, m 2: 1 (with the convention {-I = y. for the case k = 0) , 
and for all choices of {n E y , subject to the restrictions imposed by (3.36). Since 
(1 - C)(I - I.) > a (cf. (3.33)) and II < ;. (cf. (3.28)) , the inequality (3.38) 
follows easily from (3.40) with n = 1. 
To start the induction notice that by the definition (3.37) of Qo, LHS (3.40) = 
o whenever k = O. Furthermore (3.39) must hold for k = 0 because by the ergodic 
theorem and (2.1) , P(Yn = y. for infinitely many n > 0) = 1, and Qo « P. 
Assume now that (3.39) has been established for all k, 0 ::; k < K. Then 
Qi[~ ';k-d, and hence Qi~';k-l)(. I {[I+tk-I , tkJ)' attach all their mass to sequences 
({n)n>l+tk for which the entry y. appears, i.o . . It therefore follows from (3.37) 
that Q~[O , tkl attaches all its mass to sequences with infinitely many occurrences of 
y • . Thus, conditional on the validity of (3 .38) , we have established (3.39). 
To prove (3.40), assume that (3.40) has been established for all values of k 
with 0 ::; k ::; J( , and that (3.39) has been established for 0 ::; k ::; ]{ + 1. Using 
the definition (3.37) of Qk+I , the induction hypothesis (3.40) for k = K , the 
n 
assumption (3.35) and the fact that tk+1+n - tk+1 ::; E Tj, (3.28), (3.32) and 
j=1 
(3 .31) , we have 
Q~~tt+l)({[1 +tK+1+n , m+tK+1+nJI {[I +tK+I,tK+l+nJ) -1 I 
P({[1 + tK+1+n, m + tK+1+nJI {[iK+I, tK+I+nJ) 
= I Q~O.tK)(e[l+tK+l+n , m+tK+1+nJI {[I+t,tK+1+nJ) -11 
P({[1 + tK +l+n, m + tK +l+m] I {[iK +1, tK +l+n]) 
. 11 - 15 p(e[I+tK+l,m+tK+l+n] I {[I+tK,tK+l+nJ) 1-1 
Q~[O,tK)(e[I + tK+l, m + tK+l+n] I {[I + tK, tK+d 
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_I Q~O.tKl(~[I + tK +1+n, m + tK +l+n] I ~[l + tK, tK +1+nJ) 
- P(~[I + tK+1+n, m + tK+l+n] I ~[t, tK+1+n]) 
· P(~[I +tK+1+n,m+tK+l+n] I ~[tK,tK+1+n]) _ -11 
P(xi[I + tK +1+n, m + tK +1+n] I WK +1, tK +1+n]) 
.II-8{ P(~[I+tK+1,m+tK+l+n] Ie[tK,tK+l]) 
Q~Ohl(~[l + tK+l, m + tK+1+n] I €[I + tK, tK+d) 
P(~[I+tK+1,m+tK+1+nll €(tK+d) } 1- 1 
· p(e[1 +tK+1,m+tK+l+n] I e[tK,tK+d) 
· {I- 8(1 + C)(I + ,.)}-1 
· {I - 8(1 + C +,. + C,.)}-1 
::; C(I - a ),8n, 
as desired. This proves (3.40) and hence (3.38), legitimizing the recursive defini-
tion of QK . 
We will now use the measures QK to build a regeneration point, i.e., to carry 
out the construction called for by Lemma 3.3. Let (O,:F, Q) be a probability 
space on which are defined independent random processes {YnA}n>o and {Y:}n>o 
valued in Y, and a random variable N E {I, 2, .. . } independent ~f {YnA }n>o a~d 
{ynB}n?o, such that -
Q(N = k) = 8(1- 8)k-1, k = 1,2, ... ; (3.41) 
(3.42) 
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Q(YnA ={n ; 0 ~ n ~ tk +m ~ tk+1} 
k-1 
= II Q;[O,t jl ({[1 + tj, tj+d} 
j=O 
. Qi[O,tkl ({[1 + tk, m + tk]) 
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(3.43) 
for all A C 7£ + , k > 0, m > 1, and all choices of {n E y. Define a new random 
process {Yn}n~o and a random variable T E {I , 2, ... } as follows : 
and 
y.- - {YnA , n < T , 
n - - B Yn , n ~ T . 
Note that (3.39) implies Q(T < 00) = 1. Notice also that since {YnA }, 
and N are independent , 
Q(Ym+n = {n , 0 ~ n ~ kiT = m; Yn = (n , O:S n ~ m - 2) 
= P(}~ = {n , 0 ~ n :S k I L 1 = {.} 
(3.44) 
by (3.42), as required by (3.24) and (3 .25) . It is clear from the construction 
that YT - 1 == y • . Therefore, by the result of Lemma 3.3, to complete the proof of 
Theorem 2 it suffices to show that 
(3.46) 
and 
ETP < 00 . (3.47) 
The proof of (3.46) is virtually identical to the argument in the proof of The-
orem 1 showing that {Y':}n>O = {Yn}n>O (see (3 .15) and the ensuing discussion) ; 
only the indexing needs changing. Con;equently we shall omit it . 
To prove (3.47) notice first that there is a constant f > 0 such that for all 
k = 0, 1, ... and all choices of {n E Y 
(3.48) 
This is an easy consequence of (3.40) (with n = O) , Lemma 3.2, and assump-
tion (2.1). Hence 
Q![O,t kJ (tk+1 > tk + Tk+1 + n} :S (1 - f)n . (3.49) 
Using (3.41), (3.43), and (3.44). we therefore may stochastically bound T by 
N N 
1+ LMj+ LTj 
j=1 j=1 
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where M 1 , M 2, •• • are i.i.d ., independent of N, and satisfy 
P(Mj = 71) = f(1- f)n-l , n = 1,2, . . . . 
The fact that ETP < 00 now follows from M inkowski' s inequality, 
N 
E( 2:: Mj)P < 00, (3.29) and (3.34): 
j=1 
N 
E(I>j)p::;]{· 2:6(1- 6r- 1 (I - a)-n p < 00 . 
j=l n 
4. The Attainable Rate of Regeneration 
\\\ 
The purpose of this section is to show that the number of finite moments 
permitted the block length variable ),.( B1 ) in a regenerative representation of a 
chain with complete connections may be limited by the rate of decay of 7n. Specif-
ically, we will show that for each p > 1 there is a chain with complete connections 
{Yn}nE.tZ with the following properties: 
(4.1 ) 
and if ({Y'; }nE.tZ , {Bk hE.tZ, M) is a regenerative representation of {Yn }nE.tZ , then 
E)"(BI y+l = 00 . (4.2) 
The important features of the processes in question are summarized in 
PROPOSITION 4.1: For each p > 1 there is a chain with compJete connections 
{Yn}nE.tZ valued in Y = {O, I}, such that for any sequence ~n E Y, n ~ 1, 
00 
P(Yo = 1 I Y- n = ~n, n ~ 1) = 1/3 + 2:Tkp~2k/3Cp, 
k=O 
00 
where C p = I: 2-kp = (1 - 2-P)-I . This process is unique, in the sense that any 
k=O 
stationary process satisfying (4.3) must have the same distribution on {O, 1}.tZ as 
{Yn}nE.tZ . 
The process {Yn}nE.tZ is symmetric with respect to interchange of 0 and 1, 
1.e. , 
( 4.4) 
moreover, {Yn}nE.tZ has the property 
(4.5) 
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and there is a constant C > ° such that for each k = 1, 2, ... , 
(4 .6) 
PROOF: Let (n,:F, P) be a probability space on which are defined i.i.d . uni-
form (0,1) random variables {Un}nE~ (i.e., P{Un ::; t) = t, Vt E [0,1]). Define 
{Yn}nE~ as follows: 
{
I, 
} ' _ 0, 
n -
. Yn - 2k , 
if Un < 1/3; 
if Un > 2/3; 
k-l k 
if I: 2- jp ::; 3Cp(Un - -1/3) < I: 2- jp . 
j=O j=O 
(4.7) 
for n E ~ , k E ~ , k 2: 0. Notice that this definition "back references" at those n 
for which 1/3::; Un ::; 2/3; however, since the {Um}mE~ are i.i.d. and P(l/ 
3 ::; Urn ::; 2/3) = 1/3, the number of back-references needed to ascertatin the 
value of Yn is geometrically distributed, hence finite with probability one. Thus, 
with probability one. all of the variables Yn are unambiguously determined by 
( 4.7). 
It is clear that the process {Yn}nE~ is stationary, since {Un}nE~ is . It is 
also clear that (4.4) holds, because {1 - Yn }nE~ is the process which would be 
produced by the mechanism (4.7), if, instead of using the i.i.d. uniform -(0,1) 
sequence {Un}nE~ one used the i.i.d. uniform -(0, I) sequence {U~}nE~' where 
{ ern, if 1/3:S Un ::; 2/3; U~ = Un - 2/3 if 2/3::; Un :S 1; 
Un + 2/3 if 0::; Un < 1/3. 
Furthermore, all finite configurations of O's and I's have positive probability, 
as demanded by (2.1) , because (4.7) clearly implies that for all ~n E {O, I} , 
To prove that {Yn }nE~ is a chain with complete connections it will suffice 
to show that for any sequence ~n E {O, I}, n 2: 1, 
lim P(Yo = 1 I Ln = ~n , 1 < n < m) 
m-+oo - -
00 (4.8) 
= 1/3 + LTkp~2k/3Cp, 
k=O 
and that (4.5) holds. (cf. (2.2)'and (2.3)). To establish (4.8) it suffices to look 
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only at m = 2", k = 1,2, . . .. Now 
P(Yo = 1 I Ln = (n, 1::; n::; 2") 
= P(Uo < 1/3) 
"j-I j 
+ :E~2j . P(L:)-;P:s 3Cp (Uo -1) < L 2-;P) 
j=O ;=0 i=O 
k 
+ P(Yo = 1, 1/3 + :E 2- jp /3Cp :s Uo :s 2/3 I Y-n = (n , 1 :s n :s 2") 
j=O 
" = 1/3 + L 2-jp~2j /3Cp 
j=O 
k 
+ P(Yo = 1, LTjp /3Cp ::; Uo - 1/3 :s 1/3 I Ln = (n, 1 ::; n ::; 2"). 
j=O 
(4.9) 
Since Uo is independent of {Un}n<-l. it is independent of {Yn}n<-I; conse-
quently the last term on RHS (4.9) is no larger than -
k 
p(I)-jp /3Cp :s Uo - 1/3 ::; 1/3) 
j=o 
" 
= (1/3)(1 - LTjP /Cp) 
j=O 
-+ 0 as k -+ 00. 
This proves (4.8). 
To show that "Yn = O(n-(p-l») it suffices to show that log(l + "Yn) = 
O(n-(p-l»). Recall that 
{ I P(Yn=~n' O<n<k IYn=~n, n<O) 11 "1m = sup - : 
P(Yn = (~, 0::; n ::; k I Yn = (;;, n < 0) 
~n, ~~ E Y and ~n = ~~ for - m ::; n :s k} . 
Since 
" 
= II P(Yr = (r I Yn = ~n, n < r), 
r=O 
to show that log(1 + "Ym) = O(m-(p-l») it suffices to show that 
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{II P(YO = ~O I Yn = ~n , n < 0) I. } SUp og P(Yo = ~o I Yn = ~~, n < 0) : ~n = ~n for - m ~ n ~ 0 
= O(m-P). 
But since P(Yo = ~o I Yn = ~~, n < 0) 2: 1/3, 
\ 10 P(Yo = ~o I Yn =~n, n < 0) I g P(Yo = ~o I Yn = ~~, n < 0) 
~ Ilog(l + 3IP(Yo = ~o I Yn = ~n, n < 0) 
-P(Yo=~~ IYn=~~, n<O)1)1 
= O(m-P). 
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for all choices of ~n,~~ E {O, I} such that ~n = ~~ for -m ~ n ~ O. This proves 
( 4.5) . 
To prove that {Yn}nE~ is the essentially unique stationary process for which 
(4.3) holds. we assume that {Y n}nE~ is another. Without loss of generality 
we may assume that {Y n}nE~ is defined on (0, F, P). For each sequence ~ = 
(~n)n~-l ' define a process {Yn(~)}nE~ as follows : 
if Un < 1/3, n 2: 0; 
if Un > 2/3, n 2: 0; 
m-1 m 
if L 2-jp ~ 3Cp (Un - -1/3) ~ L 2- jp , 
j=O j=O 
n 2: 0, m 2: o. 
Yn = Yn (Y), 'Vn 2: o. 
Define a new process {Zn}nE~ as follows: 
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Since we assumed that {Y n}nEZ satisfies (4.3), i.e., that 
00 
P(Y 0 = 1 I Y n = ~-n, n < 0) = 1/3 + LTkP{Zk /3Cp, 
k=O 
it follows that the processes {Zn}nEZ and {Y n}nEZ are identical in law. We will 
show that {Zn}nEZ and {Yn}nEZ are equal in law by showing that there exists 
a random time T E 7L + such that 
P(T < 00) = 1, (4 .10) 
and 
y;, = Zn on n ~ T . (4.11) 
(By the ergodic theorem (4.10) and (4.11) prove that {Yn } ;g {Zn}). 
To prove (4.10) and (4.11) we will show that there is a random time T E 7L + 
satisfying (4.10), and such that for any two sequences ( = ((n)n<-1 and ( = 
((n)n~-I' -
(4.12) 
Notice first that Yn (~) is monotone in ( , i.e., if (n ~ (n for all n ~ -1 , then 
Yn(O ~ Yn(() for all n E 7L. Thus if ~(1) and ~(O) are the sequences given by 
~~1) = 1 for all n ~ -1, ~~O) = 0 for all n ~ -1, then for all sequences ~ , 
yn(((O)) ~ Yn(~) ~ Vn(((I»). 
It therefore will suffice to show that there is a random time T E 7L + satisfying 
(4.10), such that 
( 4.13) 
We introduce some terminology borrowed from the realm of branching pre-
cesses. Call each 1 appearing in the sequence {Yn ({)}nEZ an individual. If 
m-l m 
n 2: 0, L 2- jp ~ 3Cp(Un - 1/3) ~ L 2- jp , and Yn-2m(~) = 1, then call 
j=O j=O 
the individual born at time n an offspring of the individual born at time n - 2m . 
For a given individual, the offspring, the offspring's offspring, etc ., will be referred 
to as descendants of the individual. Now for any individual born at a time n 2: 0 
the expected number of offspring is 
00 m-l m 
L E.D.{ L Tjp ~ 3Cp(Un+2 m - 1/3) ~ LTjP} 
m=O j=O j=O 
m=O 
= 1/3; 
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consequently the expected number of descendants of such an individual is 
2:::'=1 3-n = 1/2. Similarly, for an individual born at time -n, where 2m < n :S 
2m +1 , the expected number of offspring is 2-(m+1)p /3 and the expected number 
of descendants is 2-(m+1)p /2 . 
The upstart of all this is that the expected total number of descendants 
of all individuals born at times n :S -1 in {y~(~(1))}nEzt is finite . because 
2:m>O 2m2-mp < 00 for p > 1. Since such descendants are born precisely at 
thos~ times n > 0 when y~(~(1)) "# Yn(~ ( O)), the processes {Yn(~(1))}n>O and 
{Yn(~(O»)}n>O ~ust coalesce after a finite (but random) amount of time~ Thus 
there exists-T E;E+ such that (4.10) and (4.12) hold: this completes the proof 
of uniqueness. 
To prove (4 .6), it suffices to show that there is a constant C* > 0 such that 
for all k = 1, 2, . .. , 
P(Y2, = 1 1 Yo = 1) - P(Y2 , = 1 1 Yo = 0) 
> C*Tkp 
- , 
(4 .14) 
because by (4.4) P(Y2 , = 1) = 1/2(P(Y2 , = 1 1 Yo = 1) + P(Y2, = 1 11 '0 = 0)) . 
We will rely on the formula 
P(Ym = 1 1 Yo = (0) 
J P(Ym = 1 1 Yn = ~n , n < m) . P((Yn)n<m E d(~n)n<m 110 = (0) 
(4 .15 ) 
for (0 = 0 and 1. The range of integration is the set of all possible configurations 
(~n)n<m of zeros and ones on the interval (-00, m). 
Note that for all pairs of configurations (~n)n<2' and (~~)n<2' such that 
6 = 1, ~o = 0, and ~~ = ~n for all n "# 0, n < 2k, 
P(Y2k=IIYn=~n , n<2k)-P(Y2k=IIYn=~~, n<2k) 
= 2- kp /3Cp, 
by (4 .3). Notice also that P(Y2 k = 1 1 Yo = 0; Yn = ~n, n < 2k and n "# 0) is a 
nondecreasing function of (~n )n<2'; n;tO, again by (4 .3) (here nondecreasing means 
with respect to the partial order (~n) :S (~~) iff ~n :S ~~ for all n) . Consequently 
to prove (4.14) with C* = 1/3Cp , it suffices to show that for every measurable 
nondecreasing function f((~n)n<2';n;t0) of configurations on (-00,0) U (0, 2k) 
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! 
(4 .16) 
> ! 
To establish this, we will use the sequence {Un }nEZ of uniform -(0,1) random 
variables which were employed in the definition (4.7) of {Yn}nEZ to create two 
new sequences {y(O)}nEZ and {y~l)}nEZ such that 
y(O) < yO) for all n E ~ . n _ n , (4.17) 
and 
( 4.18) 
for (= 0 and 1 and any choice of ~n E {O, I}, any finite subset A C ~ . 
Given a realization of the uniform sequence {Un}, let (IiI, K 2 , . .. , KR) be 
the longest sequence of nonnegative integers such that 
K,-l K, 
L Tjp ::; 3Cp(U0 - 1/3) ::; LTjp; 
j=O j=O 
and 
for r = 1,2, .. . , R - 1. Notice that this is the chain of back-references one would 
make to determine the value of Yo by (4.7); it is finite with probability one. Define 
if n = 0; 
r 
if n = - E 2K m, 1::; r ::; R; 
m=l 
otherwise. 
for ( = 0 and 1. It is clear that y~l) ~ yJO) for all n E 7£. That (4.18) holds 
follows from (4.7), because conditioning on Yo = ( is the same as conditioning on 
the event that the chain of back-references starting at n = ° in (4.7) ends in a (; 
i.e., that 
U { < 1/3 (for (= 1), 
-(t 2Kn ) > 2/3 (for (= 0). 
n=l 
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This completes the proof of (4.14), and of Proposition 4.1. 
\\\ 
That the processes {Yn}nE~ constructed in Proposition 4.1 enjoy property 
(4.2) will follow immediately from (4 .6) and the next result. 
PROPOSITION 4.2: Suppose {Y;}nE~ is a block process valued in Y = {O, I}, 
constructed from the sequence {Bn }nE ~ of random blocks, and suppose that 
{Y';} is a chain with complete connections. Suppose also that for all choices of 
(1,6,·· · ,(m E {0,1} 
P(Y; = (n, 1 ~ n ~ m) > O. (4.19) 
If EA(Bd P+1 < 00 for some p > 1, then 
IP(Y';' = 1 I Yo· = 1) - P(Y';' = 1)1 = o(m- P ) as m -t 00. (4 .20) 
PROOF: This is a relatively straight forward application of a coupling result due 
to Ney [16]. We paraphrase Ney 's result as follows : 
Given a probability distribution {Pn}n>O such that I: nPn < 00 
and g.c.d. {n ~ 1 : p" > O} = 1, givin independent "initial" 
random variables Xo,X o > 0, both integer-valued , and given in-
dependent i.i .d. sequence; {Xn }n>1 and {-Yn}n>1 all with dis-
tribution {Pm}m~o , and such that {Xn}n~ o and f.Yn}n~o are all 
independent , there exist random (integer) times L, L > 0 such 
that 
for each n , Ti E ~ + the event (L ~ n, i ~ Ti) is a 
function of (X 0, Xl, . .. , X n ; X 0, X 1 , .... -Y fi) ; 
n n 
SL = fit, where Sn = LXi and 5" = LXi; 
i=O i=O 
N 
P(SL > x) = O(P(Xo + _Yo + L Zi > x)), 
i=1 
(4.21) 
(4 .22) 
(4.23) 
where N , Xo,Xo, and Zn, n > 1, are all independent , {Zn}n~1 
are i.i.d. , EeON < 00 for som; e > 0, and 
00 
P(Zn > z) = O(L(n - z)Pn}. (4.24) 
n=z 
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This is slightly different than the statement of Lemma 1 in [16): there it 
is only asserted that SL ;g SL' However, the proof of Lemma 1 in [16) actually 
establishes the stronger statement S L = S L . 
Recall from (2.5)-(2.7) that a block process {Y,;'} is constructed from a se-
quence of random variable M satisfying (2.1). Let Pn = P{A(Bd = n}, n ~ 0, 
and assume that 
g.c.d. {n ~ 1 : Pn > O} = 1, (4.25) 
so that the hypothesis of Ney 's result is satisfied. We will show later how this 
assumption may be removed. Finally, suppose that EA(Bl )P+l < 00. 
Let {Bn}nEE be a sequence ofrandom blocks, and M > 1 an integer - valued 
random variable, satisfying 
{Bn}nEE and M are independent of {Bn}nEE and M; 
the variables Bn , n E ~, are independent, and for 
- v 
all n =j:. O,Bn = B!; and 
P(Bo = b,M = k I {Bn}n;eo) 
P(B! = b)ll{l < 'k < A(b);b(k) = I} 
A(B.) 
E L ll.{Bdj) = I} 
j=O 
(4.26) 
( 4.27) 
( 4.28) 
Notice that (4.28) is just the conditional distribution of (Bo, M) given that 
Yo' = 1 : cf. (2.5). Define random variables {Xn}n>O, {Xn}n>o, {Sn}, {.5'n}, 
{S(n)}, and {N(n)} by --
Xn = A(Bn), n ~ 1; 
Xn = A(Bn), n ~ 1; 
Xo = A(Bo) - M; 
Xo = A(Bo) - M; 
n 
Sn=I:Xj , n~O; 
j=O 
n 
Sn = L Xj, n ~ 0; 
j=o 
N(n) = min{m ~ 0 : Sm ~ n}, n ~ 0; and 
N(n) = min{m ~ 0 : 3m ~ n}, n> O. 
( 4.29) 
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By Ney's result there exist random times L, L such that (4.21)-(4 .23) hold; 
observe that by (4.22), 
N(5d = L, 
N(SL) = 1. 
Define a random process {}?n }n?O as follows : 
if N(n) ~ i ; 
if N(n) > L . ( 4.30) 
Observe that by construction (cf. (4 . 28)) , }~ = 1; in fact, for all k > 
1, 6 ,· .. ,<kE{0,1}, 
(4.31) 
Moreover, since after 5L = SL the construction of {Yn } proceeds by stringing 
together the same blocks {Bn} that are used in the construction of {Y;}, 
Yn = }',; for n> 5L. 
Combining (4.31) and (4.32). we have 
Ip(y,;, = 1 I Yo· = 1) - P(Y';' = 1)1 
~ P(SL ~ m) 
Consequently, to prove (4.20). it suffices to show that 
(4.32) 
(4 .33) 
(4.34) 
But this follows almost immediately from (4.23) and the independence of 
N, X o, X'o, and Zn , n ~ 1. For E)"(Bd P+1 < <Xl implies that EXg .( <Xl (cf. (2 . ? 
_ _ N 
)), Ext < <Xl (cf. (4.28)), and EZ;: < <Xl (cf. (4.24)). Thus E(Xo+Xo+ E Z;)P < 
;=1 
<Xl, and (4.34) follows . 
In proving (4.20) we made an extraneous assumption about the distribution of 
the block length variable )"(Bd , to wit, (4.25), according to which the distribution 
of )"(Bd is supported by no proper subgroup of ~ . Assume now instead of (4.25) 
that 
g.d.c.{ n ~ 1 : Pn > O} = d> 1. (4.35) 
Using the fact that {Y;}nEE is ergodic (a chain with complete connections 
is always ergodic) , we will argue that 
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V({Y;}nE2Z 1M = 0 mod d) 
= V({Y;}) (4.36) 
This will allow us to replace the variables M and if in the preceding argument 
by variables which are congruent to 0 mod d; the rest of the argument may then 
be repeated almost verbatim. 
To prove (4.36), define a new process {Wn }nE2Z by 
Wn = (Y;d+l' Y':d+2 ,· .• Y(~+l)d); 
these random variables assume values in {O, l}d. Clearly the process {Wn}nE2Z 
is stationary and ergodic, since {Y';}nE2Z is. Moreover, conditional on M = 
O( mod d), {Wn}nE2Z is still a stationary process, because it is a block process! 
This implies 
V({Wn}nE2Z 1M = 0 mod d) 
= V( {Wn }nE2Z), 
because otherwise the probability distribution V({Wn}nE2Z) could be written as 
a nontrivial convex combination of shift-invariant probability distribution on 
({O, l}d)2Z, contraditing the fact that {Wn }nE2Z is ergodic. 
\\\ 
5. Gibbs Processes are Chains with Complete Connections 
The sole purpose of this section is to prove Proposition 2 of section 2. To 
prove that a Gibbs process {Yn}nE2Z is a chain with complete connections, we 
must verify (2.1), (2.2) and (2.3). Now the definition (2.17) of a Gibbs state 
already guarantees that there is a system of regular conditional distributions for 
the configurations on each finite set, given the "paste" and "future": hence (2.2) is 
trivial. Moreover, each of the Gibbs ensembles JLAi{ attributes positive probability 
to every configuration on A (cf. (2.14)): consequently (2.1) is trivial. To prove 
Proposition 2, therefore, it suffices to show (2.18). 
Define new constants A/~ by 
* {IP(Yn=~n' O<n<k I}'~=(n, n<O,n>k) 11 1m = sup - : 
k>l P(Yn=~n, O<n<kIYn=(~, n<O,n>k) 
- - -
~n, (n, (~ E Y and 
(n = (~, n > k and - m ::; n ::; -1 } . 
Integrating over the set y(k,oo) of all possible "futures" one easily obtains 
,m ::; ,:n. 
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00 
Thus it suffices to show that ")'~ = O( L <5j ) . 
j=m 
Fix k 2: 1, and {n, (n , (~ E Y such that (n = G for n > k and -m < n < 
-1. Let Ak = {O, 1, . .. , k}, and let ( , (* be the configurations on 7L \A; with 
coordinates (n , (~, respectively. Then 
P(Yn = ~n , 0 < n < k I Yn = (n , n E 7L \Ak) 
P(Yn={n, O:::;n:::;k IYn=(~, nE7L\Ak ) 
J.LAkidO 
J.LAki(· (~) 
Z(Ak; (*) 
Z(Ak;() 
k 
exp{- L H(Qn(~ V () )} 
n=O 
k 
exp{ - L H(Qn(~ V (*))} 
n=O 
(5 .1 ) 
by (2.17) and (2.14) . Now the condition (n = (~ for n > k and -m < n < -1 
implies 
k 2: IH(Qn(~ V ()) - H(Qn(~ V (*))1 
n=O 
n=O 
by (2.13) . Now this holds for all configuration ~ on Ak . Hence, using (2 .15) , we 
have 
00 00 
RHS (5.1) = (1 ± 0(2: <5j )) (1 ± 0(2: <5j )) 
j=m j=m 
00 
which shows that ")'~ = O( L <5j ). 
j=m 
\\\ 
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